Port Lincoln Security Company Now At The Forefront Of
High Quality, Professional Services In Both Business
And Personal Protection
Port Lincoln security company Eyre Peninsula Security has been recognized as being a front runner in the realm
of high quality, professional security service in both business and personal protection.

Eyre Peninsula Security, a security service operating in Port Lincoln, South Australia, has today been recognized as being a front runner in the realm
of high quality, professional security in both business and personal protection. This news coincides nicely with Eyre Peninsula Security's recent
recognition as a community favorite, due to its goal to provide a superior security service to Port Lincoln residents and surrounding Eyre Peninsula.
Eyre Peninsula Security has been operating in the business and personal security market since 2020 and competes against notable businesses such
as Vice Security and QuickAsAll Security. They have been able to make such a strong impression on the market and gain reputation by providing a
superior quality and knowledgeable service, at a much more competitive price.
Kevin Pearce, Eyre Peninsula Security's operations manager spoke about its recent recognition, expanding on some of the decisions and motivations
that led the business to the level it's currently reached.
"When Eyre Peninsula Security was founded, it was made abundantly clear we wanted to be the kind of company that was known as a security leader
who puts people first, and puts real value into the world. One of the biggest challenges we faced was getting our name out there. Fortunately with
some good people behind us, and complete confidence in our service, we were able to overcome every obstacle and really hit our stride."
Kevin Pearce also mentioned Eyre Peninsula Security's future plans involve increasing the efficiency of their flagship service. It's the hope of the
company that this will serve their customers to a level beyond any of the competition.
Eyre Peninsula Security plans to maintain its position at the forefront of high quality, professional security services in both business and personal
protection for years to come, building on its success, finding new ways to serve its community, customers and the world at large.
More information on Eyre Peninsula Security can be found at their website: https://www.epsecurity.com.au/
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